We are excited to have you join us for our 5th Crash the Bash!! As always if you come across anything
that you have questions about email or text message is the fastest way to reach us but you may also call.
wabashfit@gmail.com or 317-450-4730 (Jenna Hovermale)
GENERAL INFORMATION
Thank You to Crazy Pinz for Sponsoring Crash the Bash this year!

Event Format
Teams will complete all 4 WODs during their assigned heat time and 1 floater WOD will be completed at
the time already chosen by the team. There is minimal rest between WODs. Be prepared to change
weight plates (know what you need on your bars) and be ready to go quickly. Make sure you have a plan
and everyone has a job. Judges will not help change weight plates and we will not allow for outside team
captains to help this year. After your team is done please help return equipment to where it was when
you started.
Floater WOD
Make sure your team is on time to the floater WOD!!

Team Info
Bring a chair and hangout. We will have room outside for gyms/teams to set up a space/awning. If your
team is planning to stay the night there are several great Airbnbs right downtown, the Charley Creek
Inn, the Hampton Inn, and the Holiday Inn.
Warm Up
We will be using our gym as the warm up area. There will be plenty of room to warm up and get ready.
Please be mindful and allow the teams getting ready to go in the next heat access to space and
equipment to warm up. Please clean up anything you get out.
Restrooms
We have Men’s and Women’s restrooms inside our gym for spectators and athletes. We ask that you
use our restrooms in the gym this year to avoid overwhelming our neighbors.
Beverages
We will be selling Fitaid, O2, Alani, C4, Ghost, Reign, Protein Bars and water (free)… You name it, we
probably have it! Most of our beverages cost $3 and we take cards and cash.
What to bring
Don’t forget your shoes, Knee Sleeves, Chairs, Blanket, Jump Rope, Belt, more shoes…, Tape!
We will provide chalk
Check In
Registration will begin at noon. Teams must check in 45 minutes before their heat time. Please let us
know if you have a cancellation so we can plan ahead. Also, all waivers for your team need to be signed
through the registration site ahead of time. If you have team changes please let us know so we can
update your team’s information.
Awards
There will be awards at the end of the night if you can stay. If a team is not in attendance we will get the
prizes to your team if you win. We always have some special awards, including best dressed team!

*PLEASE REVIEW AND KNOW ALL MOVEMENT STANDARDS. The event moves quickly and you will want
your team to have a good flow throughout the event.

EVENT FLOW AND MOVEMENT STANDARDS

CLOCK: 0:00-10:00
NAME: Follow the Leader

WOD
10 Minutes
9 Box Jump Overs (30/24)
15 Thrusters (95/65)
21/18 Cal Assault Bike
Max Synchronized Burpees Over Line
FLOW: Athlete #1 will start on the Box Jump Overs, then Thrusters, then BIKE. Once Athlete #1 finishes
the BIKE, Athlete #1 will start accumulating Burpees AND Athlete #2 will start on the Box Jump Overs.
Once Athlete #2 finishes the BIKE, Athlete #2 will start accumulating synchronized Burpees with Athlete
#1 AND Athlete #3 will start on the Box Jump Overs. This flow will continue until all 4 Athletes are
accumulating Max Synchronized Burpees Over Line until the time cap. To obtain a score on Burpees, all
4 athletes must do at least 1 Synchronized Burpee Over Line.
INTERMEDIATE: Box Jumps or Step Overs (24/20), Thrusters (75/55), Cals (18/15)
SCORE: Total Time for the first part and total Burpees
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
Box Jump Overs
Start with both feet on the ground. Only the feet may make contact with the box. You must jump up
with both feet simultaneously. Jumping down or stepping down is permitted. You do not need to fully
extend the hips at the top of the box. The rep is counted when the athlete reaches the other side of the
box and both feet are on the ground. If jumping onto the box, both feet must make contact with the top
of the box. Jumping entirely over the box is permitted; no part of the athlete may touch the box.
Intermediate Box Step-overs: Using hands to push into the legs during the step-up is not allowed and
both feet must touch the box.

Thrusters
This is a standard barbell Thruster in which the barbell moves from the bottom of a front squat to full
lockout overhead. The hip crease must clearly pass below the top of the knees in the bottom position. A
full squat clean into the Thruster is allowed when the bar is taken from the floor. If the barbell is
dropped from overhead, it must settle on the ground before an athlete picks it up for the next
repetition. Using a ball, box, or other object to check for proper depth is not allowed. The barbell must
come to a full lockout overhead, with the hips, knees and arms fully extended, and the bar directly over
the middle of the athlete’s body.
Assault Bike
Bike will be reset by a judge after each athlete. Athletes may adjust the height of the seat when needed.
The athlete may get off the bike and allow Calories to roll over but may not start Burpees until the
assigned Calories are reached.
Synchro Burpees
Burpees must be synchronized at the bottom with chest and hips touching the ground at the same time.
Athletes may step up or jump up. Athletes may step over or jump over the line. There can only be 2
athletes on each side of the line.

*Equipment can be moved around and set up however the team would like as long as they stay on
assigned mats. The burpee line will not move.

CLOCK: 12:00-18:00
NAME: We Have a Complex

WOD
6 Minutes
Barbell Complex for Max Load
3 Cleans
2 Front Squats
1 Shoulder to Overhead
FLOW: Males must use male bar; females must use female bar. ONLY ONE ATHLETE MAY LIFT AT A
TIME. All athletes must be finished with the lift within the 6 minutes. The first Clean starts from the
ground. The next two Cleans must be touch and go. Athletes cannot regrip while the weight is on the
ground. Athletes may not rest the bar in their hip crease or on their thighs; they may stand straight and
hold the bar with arms extended. Squat or Power Cleans are allowed. Athlete must tell their judge the
weight prior to each attempt. The judge will confirm the weight. Lifts must be completed (not started)
within the 6 minute timeframe for them to count.
SCORE: Total Male weight and Total Female weight will be scored separately
MOVEMENT STANDARDS

Clean
During the Clean, the barbell begins on the ground and must be lifted from the ground to the shoulders
in one motion. A muscle clean, power clean, split clean, or squat clean may be used, as long as the
barbell comes up to the rack position on the shoulders.
Front Squat
With the barbell in the front-rack position and with both hands touching the barbell, the hip crease must
clearly pass below the top of the knees in the bottom position. Every repetition of the Front Squat must
finish with the barbell racked across the shoulders, with the hips and legs fully extended when viewed
from profile.

Shoulder to Overhead
Once racked, a press, push press, split jerk, or push jerk may be used to lock the barbell out overhead.
The rep is counted when the barbell is fully locked out overhead directly over the middle of the athlete’s
body, with the arms, hips, and knees extended, and the feet in line under the body and the athlete
shows full control.

*Athletes may load each bar and be ready to go they just cannot lift the bar at the same time as
another athlete. Wait for the judge to verify weight before stripping the weight off the bar and wait
for the judge to verify they are ready for you to lift. Wait for the judge to give a verbal or hand signal
before lowering the bar. No lifting straps or grips are permitted during this portion.

CLOCK: 20:00- 30:00
NAME: Can You Hang?

WOD
10 Minutes
10 Hang Clean & Jerks (155/105)
100 Double Unders
20 Hang Clean & Jerks
100 Double Unders
30 Hang Clean & Jerks
100 Double Unders
[This flow continues adding 10 C&J reps each round.]
FLOW: In male/male and female/female pairs, athletes will accumulate max reps of Hang Clean & Jerks
and Double Unders. Only one athlete in each pair works at a time. Share/split reps however. Must
complete the Hang Clean & Jerks before starting the Double Unders each round.
Intermediate: Hang Clean & Jerk (115/75) and Single Unders
SCORE: Total Reps: a separate score for male reps and female reps

MOVEMENT STANDARDS
Hang Clean & Jerks
When taking the barbell from the ground, it must be deadlifted first before starting the hang clean.
Hang Cleans must be performed from the knee or above (High Hang is permitted) and may be
performed as a squat or power version of the lift. Once racked, a press, push press, split jerk, or push
jerk may be used to lock the barbell out overhead. Athletes may start the jerk before standing the clean
all the way up. The rep is counted when the barbell is fully locked out overhead directly over the middle
of the athlete’s body, with the arms, hips, and knees extended, and the feet in line under the body and
the athlete shows full control.

Double Unders (Int. singles):
This is the standard Double Under in which the rope passes under the feet twice for each jump. The
rope must spin forward for the rep to count. Only successful jumps are counted, not attempts.
Intermediate athletes MUST do singles. Judges will indicate how many you have left and will
communicate with you ahead of time. Please do not ask the judge while they are counting!
CLOCK: 32:00-52:00
NAME: Are You Going For Rounds or Reps?!

WOD
20 Minute AMRAP
100 Double Dumbbell Shoulder to Overheads (50/35)
100 Double Dumbbell Shoulder Racked Squats (50/35)
100 Sandbag Cleans (150/100)
100 Deadlifts (225/155)
100 Alternating Dumbbell Snatches (50/35)
100 Single DB Overhead Alternating Lunges (50/35)
100 Double Dumbbell Devil Presses (50/35)
PLUS 20 Minutes Max Assault Bike Calories
PLUS 20 Minutes Max Row Calories

FLOW: One Athlete will be on the bike, one on the rower, and one working on the AMRAP. Only one
athlete may be working on the AMRAP at a time and teams must finish all reps of one move before
moving onto the next move. Athletes can share/split reps and Calories however. Athletes may switch
‘stations’ whenever.

Intermediate: Dumbbells (30/20), Sandbag (125/70), Deadlift (195/125)

SCORE: Teams will receive 3 separate scores for this WOD - Total AMRAP Reps, Total Bike Calories, and
Total Row Calories.
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
DB Shoulder to Overhead
Each rep begins with the Dumbbells on the shoulder and finishes with the weights fully locked out
overhead and over the middle of the body. A shoulder press, push press, push jerk, or split jerk may be
used, as long as the elbow, shoulder, hips, and knees are fully extended, and the DBs finishes directly
over the body with the feet in line.
Double DB Shoulder Racked Squats
With the dumbbells on the shoulders or behind the shoulders with elbows out front and with both
hands wrapped around the handles of the dumbbells, the hip crease must clearly pass below the top of
the knees in the bottom position. Every repetition of the squat must finish with the dumbbells racked
and with the hips and legs fully extended when viewed from profile.
Sandbag Cleans
Athletes will clean the sandbags over their shoulders. Ducking under the sandbag will be a no rep so be
sure hips are being fully extended at the top as the sandbag passes over the shoulder. Sandbag does not
have to sit on top of the shoulder and can be thrown over the shoulder.
Deadlifts
Start every rep of the deadlift with the barbell on the ground. Hands must be outside the knees. Sumo
Deadlifts are not allowed. Arms must be straight throughout. No bouncing. The rep is credited when the
hips and knees reach full extension and the head and shoulders are behind the bar. No lifting straps or
grips may be used.
Alt DB Snatches
The Dumbbell Snatch starts with both heads of the dumbbell on the ground and finishes with the
dumbbell directly overhead. The dumbbell must be lifted overhead in one motion. Touch-and-go is
permitted. Bouncing the dumbbell is not allowed. Athletes must alternate arms after each repetition.
The non-lifting hand and arm may not be in contact with the body during the repetition. At the top, the
arms, hips, and knees must be fully locked out with the dumbbell clearly over the middle of the athlete’s
body when viewed from profile. The athlete may choose to do a muscle snatch, power snatch, squat
snatch, or split-style snatch. However, both feet must return and be in line under the athlete’s body
while the dumbbell is locked out overhead for the repetition to count.

Single DB Overhead Alternating Lunges
Each lunge begins with the dumbbell overhead, the feet together, and the athlete standing tall. At the
bottom of the overhead lunge, the trailing knee must make contact with the ground and the dumbbell
must be above the height of the athlete’s head. If, during the lunge, the dumbbell comes into contact
with or falls below the level of the athlete’s head, the athlete must start the rep over. The rep ends with
the athlete standing tall with the hips and knees fully extended while the dumbbell is still above the
height of the athlete’s head. Athletes must lunge forward then step back with the same leg; no walking
lunges. The non-lunging foot must remain stationary throughout the entire rep; no shuffling of the feet.
Legs must alternate.
Double Dumbbell Devil Presses
Chest and thighs touch the ground at the bottom of the burpee between the two dumbbells. Dumbbells
are then lifted from the ground to the overhead position in either one continuous motion or as a clean
and jerk. The rep is complete when both dumbbells are overhead with elbows, hips, and knees locked
out and over the center plane of the body.

Bike
Athletes will wait to get on the bike until after 3.2.1 go..
Row
Athletes may start on the rower but cannot touch the handle until the 3.2.1 go…

CLOCK: 0:00-4:00
NAME: Floater WOD

WOD
4 Minutes
Max Worm Clean and Jerks (210lbs)
Max GHD Sit-Ups
FLOW: 3 members of the team will work on Worm Clean and Jerks while one member does GHD sit-ups.
You may switch teammates to different movements at any time. Only 1 athlete working on a GHD at a
time.

Intermediate: Same
SCORES: Worm Total Reps and GHD Total Reps
MOVEMENT STANDARDS
Worm Clean and Jerk
All 3 teammates must lift the worm to the shoulder in one smooth motion. The worm must be resting
on the shoulder of all 3 Athletes at the same time before the jerk portion begins. Each rep of the jerk
begins with the worm on everyone’s shoulder and finishes with the worm resting on everyone’s
opposite shoulder.
GHD Sit-Ups
The athlete must touch the ground or designated riser (~6” riser for females) with both hands before
returning to the seated position. The touch on the ground or riser must be overhead, not to the side of
the body. The fingers must be at least in line with the top of the head when viewed from profile. The rep
is credited when both hands touch the foot pads. Athletes are responsible for moving the riser.

Uncommon Movement Clause
Any movement deemed uncommon or out of the ordinary, or used to amend, shorten, or change the
accepted movement standard or range of motion, including line of action, of any event movement can
and will be disallowed.

